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Operating Instructions
SEEKERplus™
Always use new 9 volt alkaline batteries. Energizer® Industrial, Duracell®, Eveready® and
Interstate®Workaholic batteries are recommended. If using rechargeable 9-volt, insure that they are freshly
charged batteries since a discharged battery will simply activate the low-battery light and will not give accurate
alerts. Never store battery in detector for long periods of time.
Important
Low Battery Indicator:
Replace battery when GREEN LIGHT flashes constantly when detector is turned on. Also change battery with
fresh nine volt alkaline battery if detector is functioning incorrectly or unit continues to sound or vibrate without
metal objects present.
Battery Installation:
Depress button located at top of handle, with thumb, while squeezing the two tabs on the battery door with the
other hand. Gently remove battery door. Properly align positive and negative post of battery with
negative/positive symbols on detector handle.
The small/positive post will be on the bottom and the larger diameter/negative post at the top. Gently slide the
battery door into place.
DO NOT FORCE BATTERY DOOR ONTO UNIT. BATTERY DOOR WILL CLOSE CORRECTLY
WHEN BATTERY IS PROPERLY INSTALLED!
If the detector functions improperly, replace battery with new 9 volt alkaline battery. If unit continues to
function improperly CALL FACTORY: 817/330-0312, 9am-4:30 pm Monday-Friday CST (Central)
Power ON/OFF Switch
Turn unit on by moving the ON/Off switch to the Sound or Vibration Mode.
Sensitivity Adjustment for Continuous Mode/Simultaneous Mode Operation
Click Off/Mode
The Adjustment dial is equipped with a Click On/Click Off mode switch. In Click Off mode the sensitivity is at
its lowest setting and reduces the distance the unit will detect objects. Unit must be used in almost contact
distance in Click Off with person being scanned. Use the Click Off Mode during extreme heat of +120°F,
(+49° C).
Click On/Mode
Click On mode allows use of the adjustable sensitivity knob for optimum detection capability. Use the Click
On Mode by rotating the control switch past the Click Off position. Adjust the dial to the detection distance
preferred by the user to detect metal. This mode will allow user to adjust sensitivity to minimize false readings
from environmental factors such as building wiring, re-bar in concrete flooring, other nearby metal fixtures.
The instructions on the next page are meant to explain the scanning process used to detect for ferrous and nonferrous metal, but are not a substitute for proper training done by your supervisor or training staff.
Continued on next page >>>>>>>

